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Abstract
Constructed on its natural bay as a fortified Muslim town in the late 18th century, Haifa’s port city transformed into a
modern cosmopolitan port city in the second half of the 19th century. Significant technological, administrative, and social
changes made Haifa into the transportation and economic hub of northern Palestine: Its harbor, the first in the region,
became a gate to the east for commodities, pilgrimages, and ideas. British imperialism enlarged it with landfill areas and
added an industrial function, constructing refineries and a connecting pipeline with Iraq. Haifa port served as the main
entry port for immigration and goods for the newly founded Israeli state. Privatization and neo‐liberalization transformed
it from national port to international corporate hub, reshaping both port and city. Individual entrepreneurs, local govern‐
ments, and imperial actions shaped and reshaped the landscape; perforating new access points, creating porous borders,
and a new socioeconomic sphere. This process persisted through the Late Ottoman era, the British Mandate, and the
Israeli state. From the first Ottoman landfills to the sizeable British harbor of 1933, the market economy led urban plan‐
ning of Haifa’s waterfront and its adjacent railroad to the current Chinese petrol‐harbor project. What were the city’s
tangible and intangible borders? How did these changes, influenced by local and foreign agendas, unfold? Tapping into
built‐environment evidence; archival documents (architectural drawings, plans, maps, and photographs); and multidisci‐
plinary academic literature to examine Haifa’s urban landscape transformation, this article studies the history of Haifa’s
planned urban landscape—focusing on transformations to the port and waterfront to adjust to new technologies, capital
markets, and political needs. We thus explore Haifa port history as a history of porosity and intangibility—rather than the
accepted history of European modernization—building upon theoretical literature on global networks and urban form,
regional dynamics of port cities, and tangible and intangible border landscapes.
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1. Introduction

Ports and port cities present a history of spatial situa‐
tions defined by flexible borders, as porous access points
connecting distant places and facilitating movement of
goods and people worldwide. Natural harbors, devel‐
oped into ports, gave rise to numerous cities on rivers

and seas, fundamental infrastructure for economic devel‐
opment and cultural interconnection. Ports provided the
necessary facilities to connect land and water transport,
including the development of docks and breakwaters,
redesigned coastlines, and landed infrastructure at the
intersection of water and land. These spatial elements
enable the porosity of tangible borders. Therefore, the
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elaborate infrastructure of piers, wharves, docks, and
warehouses—produced for transhipment of goods and
people—constitutes a porous border demarcating tan‐
gible borders as intangible borders. Around the world,
these intangible borders attractedmarkets and trade, sig‐
nificant brokerage and exchange, and the formation of
permanent settlements: the port cities (Hein, 2014).

Port infrastructure and landed structures were cru‐
cial for port survival, an issue of imperial and national
importance involving commercial and cultural interest
groups. As the nature of goods changes, ships’ nature
and docking infrastructure change accordingly. This
has accelerated with industrialization in the 19th and
20th centuries (Miller, 2012). More extensive and more
specialized ships—sail ships to steamships, to container
ships and oil tankers—demanded deeper docking pools
and larger cranes, railways, warehouses, administrative
areas, and worker housing. They changed the waterfront
and urban fabric of port cities, and the grain of porosity
required of port landscapes. Transformations to London,
New York, and Rotterdam’s well‐researched ports por‐
tray the tremendous impact of port infrastructure devel‐
opment on the port city and its bordering geography
(Meyer, 2003; Smith & Ferrari, 2012).

Because of geographical, political, economic, histor‐
ical, climatic, and other attributes, port cities differ
in their specific landscapes of intangible borders. This
article studies Haifa’s port and port city’s history as a
sphere of intangible global and local borders since the
mid‐18th century. It depicts a specific history of poros‐
ity transcending Haifa’s accepted, bracketed history in
the context of Empire, colonialism, nationalism, and glob‐
alization. Our findings indicate that Haifa’s water and
landed infrastructure constantly transformed the water
and landed borders of its port responding to changes in
transported goods (cotton, crude oil, immigrants, etc.),
movement direction (in or out), and the technologi‐
cal challenges these changes posed to the port’s sur‐
vival. Further, our findings indicate that a diversity of
actors were involved in constructing Haifa’s port infras‐
tructure and the city, with significant implications for
the nature and location of border spheres. Haifa started
as a local‐dominated port, exporting cotton to Europe
as an alternative to Acre’s Ottoman‐dominated port.
In the second half of the 19th century, the Ottomans
transformed it into a modern cosmopolitan port city.
The British Mandate of Palestine designated it as the
Empire’s main port in the Eastern Mediterranean for
crude oil from Iraq. Haifa port served as the main
gateway for Israel since statehood. Run by global corpo‐
rations, Haifa port has transformed again into a global
container port. To explore this history as a history of
porosity and intangibility—rather than the accepted his‐
tory of Europeanmodernization—this article builds upon
three spheres of theoretical literature: global networks
and urban form; regional dynamics of port cities; and tan‐
gible and intangible border landscapes.

2. Theoretical Framework

2.1. Global Networks and Urban Form

Port cities are unique in the built environment for pro‐
viding a water‐land transition space (Hein, 2011, 2016;
Hoyle, 1989; Hoyle et al., 1988). Ports constitute the spa‐
tial infrastructure for the transmission and exchange of
people, materials, and ideas in a network system that
connects the nodes of the global geography of com‐
merce (Castells, 2000). The design and development of
port facilities and land connections to the port deter‐
mined port survival over time and constituted an issue
of social, political, and economic importance: “In the
process, they added layer upon layer to social and cul‐
tural networks and inscribed wealth into the built envi‐
ronment, building and rebuilding port infrastructure and
urban structures” (Hein, 2014, p. 342). Understanding
the landscape of ports and port cities as instruments for
forming and sustaining the port as a global node is vital
for studying this phenomenon.

Port landscapes were reshaped by new infrastruc‐
ture technologies as maritime steam engines increased
marine trade in quantity and speed (Carmel, 2010;
Kitsikopoulos, 2013; Kozlovsky & Grobman, 2017).
Railroads and steam‐powered trains spread goods and
peoples inland (Amit, 2007; Christensen, 2017; Hein,
2014; Simonowitz, 2014). The oil industry facilitated
the new Petroleumscape of refineries and gas stations
(Barrett & Worden, 2014; Hein, 2018; Szeman, 2012;
Watts, 2009), while containerization separated cities
from ports, creating industrial zones (Hein, 2016; Hoyle,
1989; McGovern, 2008). Adaptation of the ports, urban
structures, and their natural environment following new
technologies, shipping needs, and ideas required plan‐
ning and collaboration between public and private actors
(Hein, 2014).

In the last thirty years, planning theory and prac‐
tice has changed from traditionally precise bounded
scales (national, regional, local) to the study of trans‐
geographical landscapes, focusing on networks, hubs,
webs, corridors, flows, zones, and soft spaces (Castells,
2000; Graham & Healey, 1999; Heley, 2013; Paasi &
Zimmerbauer, 2016).Whilemuch of contemporary schol‐
arship on globalization focuses on fast modes of trans‐
portation (planes, trains, and cars) arguably globaliza‐
tion is more effectively enacted through ports. There,
regional and global networks connect, transforming
and developing the built environment and urban form.
The global shippingmarket transportsmost commodities
globally (90%), in line with their historical role as global
nodes (Hein, 2016). The disciplines involved in the study
of port cities include history, economics, transportation,
and ecology, requiring further inquiry into the history of
architecture and urban planning, focusing on the longue
durée of transforming port landscapes (Hein, 2016).
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2.2. Geographic Dynamics of Port Cities: Politics, People,
and Built Environment

Port cities attract people, power, social and cultural cap‐
ital. Empires, states, and regional authorities struggle
to control and annex them to their territory and oper‐
ate through them (Driessen, 2005; Hein, 2010, 2014).
Commercial companies and individual entrepreneurs
participate in political struggles representing their coun‐
tries and communities, often waged via the port’s devel‐
opment and infrastructure (Dündar et al., 2014; Hein,
2016). Space is a social product resulting from constant
ongoing struggle between diverse political agendas, ide‐
ologies, narratives, and motivations (Lefebvre, 1991).
Port cities represent a rich history of such social produc‐
tions of space, where struggles over territorial control
changed the borders of regions, states, and empires in
the course of history.

In the EasternMediterranean, borders have changed
dramatically in the 19th and 20th centuries as Empires,
European powers, and the Ottomans have raced for
economic and religious power, shifting regional bor‐
ders through governmental reforms and war (Kark &
Frantzman, 2010; King, 2015). With the rise of national‐
ism in the MENA and particularly the Israeli‐Palestinian
conflict over Palestine’s territory, borders were rapidly
drawn and redrawn, determining spheres of affiliation,
identity, and recognition (Allweil, 2016, 2017; AlSayyad,
1995; Said, 1979). In the age of capitalism and global
markets, spatial conflicts shifted again from national‐
religious to civil society, with diverse social groups strug‐
gling for the right to space (Jabareen, 2015; Yiftachel,
2006). Due to climate crises, new civil demands are rising,
opposing the petroleum industry, and calling for sustain‐
able planning (Hein, 2018; Wilson et al., 2017). Through
the last three centuries, authorities, economic actors,
and inhabitants created and recreated physical and intan‐
gible borders via the port, thereby reshaping port and
port cities (Fenster, 2019; Schumpeter, 2013).

2.3. Port Cities: Tangible and Intangible Landscapes

Port cities connect to their hinterlands and a network
of other port cities. They produce flow and exchange
through these intangible borders both in the physical
aspect of infrastructure for water‐land transport and in
the imaginary aspect of the flow of ideas (Castells, 2000;
Hein, 2016). Intangible borders are often discussed in the
context of conflict‐zone case studies, either religious, eth‐
nic, national, or economic (Piquard & Swenarton, 2011).
Likewise, the study of ports and port cities in the fields of
transportation, tourism, and immigration often discuss
ports as spaces of conflict, examining attacks on port
facilities and transit systems as well as conflicts revolving
illegal travel, tourist misconduct, or tourist exploitation
(Khosravi, 2010; Prentice, 2008).

Studies in architecture and urban history exam‐
ine the design and development of port landscapes

as spheres of conflict over domination, capital accu‐
mulation, identity, and heritage. These studies high‐
light the potency of the intangible elements of archi‐
tecture and urban space in mediating and negotiating
socio‐spatial borders in the cityscape, in ethnic conflict
areas like Cyprus or Israel–Palestine (AlSayyad, 2013;
LeVine, 2001). These studies point to port landscapes as
abstract boundaries, a phenomenological spatial expe‐
rience that is primarily conceptual. In addition to tangi‐
ble physical components in the landscape, ports include
place‐making boundaries that are time‐contingent and
shaped by human performance, with overlapping gov‐
ernance systems and flexible coalitions of actors, mak‐
ing them hard to decipher using mainstream categories
(Hein, 2019).

Foucault conceptualizes the ship as the ultimate
‘other space’ (Foucault, 1985). A well‐bounded physi‐
cal space with clear tangible boundaries that, nonethe‐
less, bears the inherent capacity to transcend the tan‐
gible borders of land and water, foreign and domestic,
port and ship, making it an intangible instrument of bor‐
der crossing and contamination (Dehaene & De Cauter,
2008). Ports and port cities echo this design. However,
the intangible border between land and waterways has
not been appropriately historicized. This article explores
Haifa’s port and port city’s history as a history of tangible
and intangible landscapes designed for border crossing.

3. Haifa Port City: Border Transformations

This study involves archival research of the history of
Haifa’s porous urban landscape and port infrastructure.
It focuses on primary sources documenting changes to
the landscape—historical maps, land surveys, histori‐
cal photographs, construction documents, and drawings
produced by architects and engineers. Our findings point
to a porous historiography, transgressing clearly demar‐
cated time periods and geo‐political frameworks.

3.1. Haifa al‐Jadida, A New Port City in the Eastern
Mediterranean (1761–1850)

At a time of weakness for the Ottoman empire, the
local Muslim ruler of Galilee Ẓāhir al‐‘Umar al‐Zaydānī
(1761–1775) gained power over almost all of Palestine
and today’s southern Lebanon up to Sidon, control‐
ling cotton‐growing and manufacture around Acre and
the Jezreel Valley (Philipp, 2001). The declining Acre
Crusades port urged al‐Umar to seek a new port and
establish a new port city for commercial purposes.
Old Haifa—Haifa al ‘Atiqa—was a small town on the
west coast of the Mediterranean Sea, on the southern
entrance to Acre’s Bay. With its two protecting forts,
Haifa’s mooring, the best in the eastern Mediterranean
between Egypt and Turkey at the time, had safer dock‐
ing conditions for ships. However, it needed more pro‐
tection against pirates and weather conditions (Yazbak,
2013). In 1761 al‐‘Umar decided to build a new city
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three kilometres east into the bay by reusing stones
of old Haifa to build the new fortified city and jetty
(Figure 1; Oliphant, 1886). Seeking new markets for agri‐
cultural produce, al‐‘Umar strengthened connections
with French commercial companies convincing them
to embark at Haifa on their way to Tyre and Sidon
(Carmel, 1985, 2010; Joudah, 2015; Philipp, 2001; Yazbak,
1998). Initiating the commercial relationship between
cities overseas, shipping companies started anchoring at
Acre’s Bay regularly, creating an access point to northern
Palestine by perforating Ottoman territorial borders and
juxtaposing hierarchies of international trade.

The new fortified city of 20 dunam included souks
and a mosque at its central public space by the shore‐
line, surrounded by residential quarters. Fortifications
included a trapezoid‐shaped longwall of 630 meters, a
270‐meter base along the shoreline, and two castles, one
on the hill above the city and another in Wādi Rushmiya.
Old Haifa inhabitants, primarily Muslim, moved to the
east quarter, above the administrative centre. The har‐
bor attracted migrants to Haifa, including Christians
of different sects who settled on the western side of
the city (Yazbak, 1998). The city’s administrative area
managed its economic, religious, and cultural functions,
including the Saray (government house), A‐Za’ir mosque,
and a customs house. The grain Bazar and other mar‐
kets spread along the shoreline and dock, adjacent to
Al‐JarinaMosque, opposite two churches. As in other tra‐
ditional Muslim cities, residential quarters included nar‐
row streets descending, down the hill, between blocks
of gated courtyard family houses (Abu‐Lughod, 1987;
AlSayyad, 1995, 2013; Ben Hilell, 2020; Çelik, 1993;
Jayyusi et al., 2008). Perpendicular streets parallel to the

main road and shoreline followed the topography to cre‐
ate the city’s grid. Residents built one‐story Liwan houses
andmaintained small gardens in their walled plots. Some
families also cultivated orchards on an agricultural plot
for growing vegetables on the mountain’s sloped ter‐
races (Ben Hilell, 2020).

Al‐‘Umar’s goal was to build a new secured port
to attract more European shipping companies, gain tax
profit onmaritime trade, and protect theHaifa‐Acre path
from both pirates and Ottoman rulers (Yazbak, 1998).
Despite his efforts, the town remained a closed commu‐
nity whose porosity remained small‐scale.

3.2. Hybrid Local‐Cosmopolitan City (1850–1917)

Half a century later, the porous nature of Haifa’s port
landscape intensified. Unharmed by Napoleon’s con‐
quest of Palestine in 1799 and the Egyptian conquest
of Haifa in the 1830s, it was the only remaining har‐
bour in the EasternMediterranean until the 1850s. As all
ancient ports sank or piled with rubble and shipwrecks—
the cases of Acre and Jaffa, where ships anchored in
the sea, unloading goods into small boats to navigate
between the rocky water (Gordon, 2006; Kark, 1984).
The Crimean War led to the Paris agreement of 1856
which increased European presence in the region and
established significant administrative and governmental
changes that permitted non‐Muslim religious freedom
and equality (Çelik, 1993).

The Ottoman administration and residents aimed
to transform Haifa into the modern centre of north‐
ern Palestine (Yazbak, 1998). At Haifa’s quiet bay, sev‐
eral European shipping companies loaded agricultural

Figure 1. Haifa, looking towards Mount Carmel, April 1839. Source: Roberts (1839).
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products from Galilee, Hauran, and the Jezreel Valley.
In 1854, a hydraulic press was installed on the dock to
package cotton before loading. In 1855–1859 a 30‐meter
walled pier was built by the Russian Trading and Shipping
Company, perpendicular to al‐‘Umar’s dock to serve
Christian pilgrims. A decade later, in 1866, the port’s plat‐
form needed an extension due to sand flow blocking the
ships’ way. The city’s Ottoman administrators appointed
Gottlieb Schumacher, a local German‐Templer architect,
as district engineer to extend this pier by wooden and
iron piles enabling the sand to flow rather than pile
up (Ben‐Artzi, 1994). Port infrastructure therefore posi‐
tioned Haifa as the site where imperial and local borders
turned porous.

Soon, this modest dock infrastructure no longer sup‐
ported growth in agricultural export, served by new
steam engine ships (Kitsikopoulos, 2013). In response,
multiple modernization initiatives contributed to adjust
port and city to the growing movement of people and
goods; further puncturing its borders and increasing its
porosity. Diverse initiative groups—a mix of Ottoman
government, local entrepreneurs, bourgeoisie, urban
migrants, European commercial companies, professional
engineers, and pilgrims—generated a complex plethora
of environmental developments with differing levels
of porosity.

Modern developments included the harbor and
breakwater, landed infrastructure to the port by train,
roads, and bridges (Amit, 2007; Christensen, 2017;
Simonowitz, 2014), as well as the city’s waterfront,
new neighbourhoods, and commercial facilities (Yazbak,
1998). In the 1880s, a new seafront was constructed

upon 16,500 square meters of landfill designed for tying
steam ships. It included a trapezoidal seafront wall pro‐
truding 5.5 meters above the wharf line. The new dock
was served by a new10‐meter‐wide road along the shore
for camel caravans transporting the goods to Jaffa in the
south, Acre in the north, and the Israel Valley to the east.
Diverse entrepreneurs constructed massive warehouses
of 50 × 10 meters on landfilled area for safe storage of
imported goods (Figure 2). The plethora of infrastructure
served the many actors involved. For example, during
the 1890s a small breakwater was built in front of the
Templar’s colony for embarking passengers, in anticipa‐
tion of the German Emperor’s visit in 1989, while on the
other side of the harbor a new breakwater connected to
the railway. Each dock, breakwater and warehouse punc‐
turing the tangible land‐sea divide at a difference scale
and for a different purpose.

One of these initiatives demonstrating how Haifa
port infrastructure transformed demarcated affiliations
and hierarchies of power, and ultimately its border land‐
scape, was the construction of the Haifa‐Damascus rail‐
way. Initiated in the 1880s by Laurence Oliphant and
the local Sursock family, construction started but halted
after 3 kilometres due to financial problems. In 1892,
two railway companies resumed laying the railway line
from Haifa to Damascus: the British Peeling and the
Ottoman Syrian railway company. The railway’s section
between Haifa and Bisān (today’s Beit She’an), connect‐
ing Damascus to Daraa, was planned by Schumacher.
Dealing with competition from the Beirut‐Damascus line,
diverting agriculture export from Haifa to Beirut, as well
as financial difficulties, stopped construction short with

Figure 2. Postcard, unknown photographer, unknown issue date, Eli Roman Collection.
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only a 10‐kilometre line completed (Ben Hilell, 2020;
Goren & Sahfran, 2006). In 1905, now promoted by
Sultan Abdülhamid II as a tourism‐pilgrimage Muslim
project, the railroad connecting Haifa to Damascus was
completed and connected to the Hijaz Railroad between
the Empire’s centre and holy city of Mecca (Christensen,
2017; Landau, 1979; Simonowitz, 2014). A total of
286 kilometres, Haifa’s railway to Damascus included
construction of 442 bridges, six viaducts, and seven tun‐
nels and excavated passages (Amit, 2007; Ben Hilell,
2020; Kushner, 2018). The Haifa–Damascus section of
the Hijaz Railway linked the Mediterranean Sea to the
Empire’s central railway line, transporting 16,000 tons of
materials per year between 1903–1905 and establishing
the 1400‐kilometer Damascus–Medina railway.

Port development fostered three migration waves
changing the city’s human landscape and creating both
tangible and intangible borders between the different
groups. Between 1850–1870 immigrants included peas‐
ants of northern villages, entrepreneurs from Greater
Syria, and first European settlers and consuls, each group
settling in distinct areas of the city. The secondmigration
wave of 1871–1904 brought primarily foreign communi‐
ties including Maronites from Beirut and European com‐
munities who gathered around their consulates from
Britain, France, Austria, Denmark, and Sardinia, and
new consulates from Russia, Prussia, the United States,
Greece, and the Netherlands, producing connections
between Haifa and important port cities. The Templers’
rural colony west of the city, and Baháʼíans colony
marked the city’s religious connection with distant com‐
munities (Carmel, 1985; Yazbak, 1998). The third wave
of 1905–1912 included worker‐migrants and changed
the city’s class landscape. Migration waves transformed
Haifa from a small port station to the cosmopoliti‐

cal transportation and economic centre of the region.
New connections between individuals and organizations
enabled navigation in a growing sphere spanning the
MENA and Europe.

Urban migration needs led to new neighbourhoods
outside the city walls, pushing the town’s reconstruction:
City walls were demolished, their blocks used to con‐
struct the first new neighbourhoods, spreading to east,
west, and up the mountain’s slopes (Figures 3 and 4; Ben
Hilell, 2020; Yazbak, 1998). Growing revenues from the
port contributed to changes to the local vernacular Liwan
house by additions of second and third floors forming a
newhybrid local‐Mediterraneanmodel (BenHilell, 2020).
Housing needs changed housing culture from gated fam‐
ily houses to villas and apartment houses that opened
to the streets, rented for landless dwellers (Ben Hilell,
2020). Local stonemasonry techniques matched with
imported architectural elements and materials created
a new house model, the Centre Hall House, with red‐
tiled roof (Fuchs, 1998). Modern public facilities includ‐
ing schools, hospitals, and banks served the cosmopoli‐
tan community of Haifa as meeting points for its diverse
population as porous intersections in the tangible and
intangible borders between them.

3.3. Colonial Port City in British Mandate of Palestine
(1917–1948)

At the end of the First World War and the Ottoman
Empire’s collapse, the southern territory of ‘Greater
Syria,’ which included the vilayets of Beirut, Aleppo,
Damascus, and Jerusalem Mutasarrifiya, was divided by
the victorious allies disregarding previous regional divi‐
sions: The British got the Mandate on Palestine and
Iraq, France the Mandate on Syria and Lebanon (Fildis,

Figure 3. Haifa, 1911. Source: Schumacher (1911).
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Figure 4. Aerial photographs of the Australian Air Force photographed on June 8, 1918. Source: Australian Air Force (1918).

2018; Yazbak, 2000). Haifa transformed from a regional
Ottoman port city to a British economic and strategic
colonial entry port to the oil‐rich Middle East and India
reflected on Haifa as part of the British empire (Mitchell,
2003), evident in the map of 1934 (Figure 5).

In 1925, the British‐owned company Turkish
Petroleum (later Iraq Petroleum Company) was granted
sole rights for exploiting oil in Bagdad and Mosul requir‐
ing a deep‐water port for exporting petroleum prod‐
ucts (Kolodney & Kallus, 2008). As a strategic imperial
decision, the location of this new deep‐water port was
decided by Winston Churchill, Secretary of State for the
Colonies, who appointed engineer Frederick Palmer to
survey the region (Fine, 1998; Stern, 1981). Palmer’s
report rejected old ports in Jaffa, Gaza, Beirut, and Tripoli
for their deteriorated state, or utilizing Port Fuad in Egypt.
Haifa was selected for its natural bay, existing infrastruc‐
ture connecting to the hinterland, and better defence,
economic, and engineering aspects (Palmer, 1923). Local
and international commercial companies played an
important role in developing the new territories, pro‐
moting diverse initiatives to the High Commissioner of
Palestine Herbert Samuel and local colonial authorities.
The harborwas built between 1927–1933with limestone
from Atlit’s quarry and 360 dunam landfill. Two breakwa‐
ters, the western one 2,210 meters long beginning at

Bat Galim, and the eastern, 765 meters long, started
near the Kishon river’s estuary, created a vast docking
pool. Two piers extended the east landfills creating sepa‐
rate loading areas for oil products and general commodi‐
ties. In 1928, the fuel terminal was separated from the
commodities terminal by adding another small cooling
mooring near the Kishon estuary (Figure 6).

New land connections with neighbouring countries—
Lebanon, Trans‐Jordan, Egypt, and Iraq—require new
land infrastructure. Therefore, new railway lines and
pipelines to Iraq were constructed. British planner
Clifford Holliday divided the vast landfilled area into
three land use sections: the north strip for the port, the
middle for the railroad, and the third for urban mix‐use
of offices and stores. An oil storage area built in front of
the Ottoman rail station on the landfill, and additional
20 acres of oil storage facilities was added north to the
breakwater in 1932 for Shell, Socony‐Vacuum, and Iraq
Petroleum Company use (Herbert, 1989). In 1934 the
refineries were built connecting to the 998‐kilometer
pipeline from Kirkuk. The Iraq Petroleum Company con‐
structed oil docks, submarine loading lines, and other
terminal installations. In 1938 the first international air‐
port was built near the Kishon to use ‘Imperial Airways’
amphibian aircrafts that maintained the line between
Europe and Asia.
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Figure 5. Haifa, 1934. Note: The bright yellow part is the filled era of the new deep‐water harbor. Source: Ciffring and
Loewy (1934).

Figure 6. Haifa, 1942. Source: Haifa Municipal Archive (1942).
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Haifa city planning was extensive during the British
Mandate. The British employed noted planners Patrick
Geddes, Patrick Abercrombie, and Clifford Holliday to
attach the port to the city, reflecting the empire’s needs.
The British financed and built local and national infras‐
tructures and demolished areas they characterized as
slums. Throughout the British colonies, ‘cleaning’ slum
quarters by demolition and reconstruction legitimized
modern planning and enforced new land‐use zoning, pub‐
lic health, and hygienic standards (Abercrombie, 1935).
As soon as the Patrick Geddes’ survey and New City Plan
of 1920 were completed, the demolition of Ottoman
Haifa began. The first phase cleared space for George V
Avenue crossing in the middle of the old town, followed
by the Skeleton Zoning Scheme of 1934 and detailed plan
for the Old City of 1938 for demolition of 335 dunams,
only partly completed due to the 1936–1939 Arab Revolt
and the 1948 war (Kolodney & Kallus, 2008).

As a transit hub,manyMecca‐boundMuslim pilgrims
came through the port. Increasing numbers of Jewish
immigrants entered Palestine through Haifa port, many
stayed in the city due to diverse working opportunities in
the port or oneof the new factories. The city’s population
grew from 20,000 at the end of WWI (with 17,000 Arabs
and 3,000 Jews) to about 145,140 inhabitants in 1946
(Yazbak, 1998). As a ‘mixed city’ with 70,910 Arabs and
74,230 Jews, the city developed new neighbourhoods
that spread up mount Carmel. Most of the Arab pop‐
ulation stayed downtown, while Jewish immigrants set‐
tled in new neighbourhoods uphill (see Figure 7). Out
of seven mixed cities in Palestine, Haifa remained mixed
until the British left on May 18, 1948. Since its first coun‐
cil election in 1927, the city elected a mixedmunicipality,

cooperation that continued even as the Jewish‐Arab con‐
flict intensified at the national level (Goren, 2004; Kidron,
2020) and reflected civil society’s prosperity with multi‐
ple joint businesses and culture (Goren, 2004; Sharfman
& Nachmias, 2006).

3.4. National Port of Entry (1948–2000)

With decolonization processes at the close of WWII,
Haifa’s borders changed again. The struggle over
Palestine led to the 1948 war that divided the land
and established new physical and political borders that
eliminated Haifa’s porous landscape by disconnecting its
infrastructure to neighbouring countries and Iraq.

As a city, Haifa suffered traumatic demographical
change between the United Nations 1947 declaration
and close of the 1948 war. Half of its inhabitants, most
of the Arab population, fled or were expelled through
its port, leaving only 3,566 Christians and Muslims trans‐
ferred to the Wadi Nisnas neighbourhood (Goren, 1999).
Immediately after the war, the Haganah Jewish paramil‐
itary organization demolished downtown Haifa (Goren,
1994), executing British plans for urban renewal while
erasing the historical cityscape (Kolodney& Kallus, 2008).
This solidification of border landscapes in the context
of national struggle involved the nationalization of 93%
of lands as state property under a national‐collectivist
land regime (Jabareen, 2015; Yiftachel, 2006), displac‐
ing 780,000 Palestinians, and demolishing around 400 vil‐
lages, towns, and cities, known as the Palestinian Nakba
(Morris, 1987).

As the main port for the regionally isolated Israeli
state, Haifa’s became the main national port for entry

Figure 7. Haifa, 1958. Source: Junction of four maps of Haifa by Perry‐Castaneda Library Map Collection (1958).
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and export, and main industrial centre. Haifa’s econ‐
omy transformed from commerce to industry, includ‐
ing chemical and fertilizer plants, oil refinery, foundries
and steel mill, glassworks, motor‐car assembly plants,
electronic industry and power stations, textile mills, a
shipyard, a cement plant, and so on (Rahav, 1976).
Haifa became Israel’s ‘red city,’ its inhabitants work‐
ing in city factories, enlarging the city’s population to
160,000 inhabitants for whom new worker housing
was constructed.

The harbor was soon extended with new infras‐
tructure to reflect the country’s needs as main gate‐
way for people and goods. Enlarged to serve as main
immigration gate for Holocaust survivors and Jewish
communities worldwide and a key port for exporting
national products, with two deep‐water wharves one
for large passenger liners and the other for cargo ves‐
sels, amounting to 98% of trade and human transport.
The Palmer gate on the middle section of the port was
the country’s main entrance for more than 900,000
immigrants during Israel’s first decade. As main entry
point for immigrants, the port’s supporting infrastructure
included Sha’ar Aliyah, an immigrant’s temporal camp
of 200 dunams, established on the former British Sent
Lucas military camp. As main entry point for goods, the
port included extensive storage area of 59,748 square
meters in 18 sheds, one of them for potash in bulk,
and open dumps counted 71,415 square meters and
six‐level luffing portal cranes (Rahav, 1976), most noted
the Dagon granary a 65‐meter‐high building supplying
bulk grain contains 200 storage cells for 20,000‐ton
grains. In addition, the civilian port, the Israeli Navy
established a strong military port dominating the har‐
bor’s western part, including a United States navy port.
Haifa’s landscape thus gradually becamemore and more

porous, serving civilian and military, national and inter‐
national, commercial, and ideological flows of people,
goods, and ideas.

During the 1950s, larger infrastructure was devel‐
oped expanding porosity through Haifa port. A 110‐ton
floating crane and a fleet ofmodernmechanical handling
equipment, tractors, trolleys, forklifts, mobile cranes,
and conveyors were introduced. Between 1952–1954
the port was extended with a new auxiliary harbor on
the Kishon estuary with a 70‐meter‐wide entrance and
two breakwaters of 600 and 350 meters to serve smaller
ships and free the main port for larger ships. The main
breakwater extended by 450 meters. The 765 meters
long Lee breakwater created a basin of 1,038 square
meters, leaving 138 meters wide open to the port fac‐
ing northeast and 12 meters deep, suitable for a maxi‐
mum 10.5 meters long vessels. The overall main wharf
of 1,541 meters long suitable for several vessels at the
same time. Landfill of 200 dunams began in 1971, prepar‐
ing for containerization on Carmel terminal, in three
stages: The first enlarged the British terminal, adjacent
to the Lee breakwater, completed in 1973 (Rahav, 1976),
the second constructed in the 1980s, is the longest in
Israel, 960 meters long for regular and cooling contain‐
ers and hazardous materials, and the last one completed
in 2010 (see Figure 8). Israel’s dependency on Haifa’s
port was elevated in 1961 with the decision to build two
additional harbors, in Ashdod and Eilat, each managed
autonomously, consequently gradually diminishing state
investment in the port.

3.5. Global Node vs. Local Node (1977–Present)

Today, 98% of Israel’s foreign trade passes through sea‐
ports. International trade constitutes more than 60% of

Figure 8. Haifa, 2021. Note: Chinese‐corporate port in grey. Source: OpenStreetMap (2021).
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Israel’s gross national product. Maritime trade doubles
on average every five years (Zaltzman & Armoni, 2020).
Over the years, heavy petrochemical industrial factories
were established near the refineries, including BAZAN
(Oil Refineries Ltd), Haifa Chemicals, Carmel Olefins, and
more than 27 risky factories (Raved & Kuriel, 2016).
Since the 1977 elections, the political agenda changed
from socialist to national liberal capitalism. According to
the current neoliberal‐capitalistic approach, the govern‐
ment privatized the harbor, selling its seven departments
originally managed and operated by the state through
national companies to private companies. The 2015
Israeli government’s gas agreement (Israeli Government,
2015) expresses the government’s aspiration and inter‐
ests to extend the industrial and petroleum fabrication
in the Haifa Bay and establish a national petroleum coun‐
cil, separated from the Haifa civil council. Privatizing
the harbor and expanding oil fabrication areas aims to
develop natural gas, crude oil, and condensate reservoirs
in Israel’s territorial water, using local and foreign com‐
mercial companies, and expanding international trade by
foreign investment. The transfer of responsibility to the
market reduces the impact of public opinion and munic‐
ipal governance and dismantle labour unions’ power.

The 2015 gas agreement enabled the entrance of for‐
eign companies to construct and operate Israeli ports.
The Shanghai International Port Group Co. won the con‐
cession for constructing the new fuel port north of

the Kishon (Yellinek, 2019). The new area, a large 728
dunam peninsula, was erected perpendicular to the east
bay’s shore (see Figure 9). The new deeper water ter‐
minal aims to compete and connect with significant
harbors worldwide, suitable for mega container cargo
ships. The Israel–United Arab Emirates normalization
agreement of August 13, 2020, translated to commercial
outcomes with the first mega‐container ship from the
Emirates that came on October 12, 2020 (Raved, 2020),
opening the way for a regular commercial line between
India, the Emirates, Israel, and the United States. On the
other side of the harbor, large cruise ships regularly
embark at the passenger’s terminal. Again, serving as a
node on a global network of maritime trade, in the new
millennium, Haifa transformed into a global transporta‐
tion hub, with its economy tied to the global network.

At the same time, Haifa’s porosity to global corpo‐
rate trade via infrastructure for mega container ships
marginalizes local interests and concerns. Increased
awareness of the oil industry’s impact on the global cli‐
mate crisis, a growing number of Haifa’s citizens and
environmental organizations attempted to resist the gov‐
ernment’s aspiration to expand fossil energy use and
construction of the new Chinese port. New research on
the connections between the oil industry, air, water, and
soil pollution and public health (Nave& Kuperman, 2016;
Spector Ben‐Ari, 2014;Wolfson et al., 2020), risk of earth‐
quake in the Haifa Bay, and the threat from terrorist

Figure 9. Haifa Port during the construction of the landfilled area for the Chinese petrol‐harbor in 2020. Source: Keren Ben
Hilell.
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attacks or bombings from Lebanon call for reducing risky
factories and cleaning the area. As a result, Israel Lands
Authority came up with a new plan for the Haifa Bay,
‘BayGate Project,’ also known as ‘Bay of Innovation’ (Yaar
Architects, 2019), calling for the closure of the refiner‐
ies and the conversion of Haifa Bay refineries to residen‐
tial neighbourhoods, urban commerce, parks, and green
lungs. What will be the result of public debate on the
bay’s future and how it will change Israel and the world’s
international connections need further study.

4. Conclusion

Haifa’s port has undergone a series of dramatic trans‐
formations to its landscape and infrastructure since
the mid‐18th century, with implications and derivatives
extending to decisions taken in Istanbul, London, and
Jerusalem, goods sought inMarseille andDamascus, peo‐
ple coming from Europe and the MENA, and oil pumped
from Basra. Haifa was inaugurated as a port city in the
Eastern Mediterranean by a new local ruler interested in
attracting French ships and exporting cotton and other
agricultural products to Europe. Nevertheless, Haifa’s
walled city town planning kept the city at the local level.
With the restructuring of the Ottoman Empire, Haifa
served as a local‐cosmopolitan hub formodernization ini‐
tiated by a mix of Ottoman government, European com‐
mercial companies, local entrepreneurs, urban migrants,
and professional engineers, constructing railway connec‐
tions inland and a deep‐water docking pool connecting
vaster geographies through land and sea and produc‐
ing modern grid‐based city planning. International bor‐
ders redrawn after WWI included Haifa in the British
Mandate over Palestine, with new landed connections
to Iraq, changing the nature of goods and requiring infras‐
tructure for the transport of oil, a military port, extensive
landfills, and significant city planning initiatives.With the
1948 war and the establishment of the State of Israel,
Haifa became the main port of entry for goods and immi‐
gration, with significant immigrant camps and worker
housing, grain storage facilities, and navy bases. The pri‐
vatization of the port in the 2000s and the concession
for a new deep‐water container port by a Chinese corpo‐
ration transformed the national port into a global trans‐
portation hub, despite labour unions and environmen‐
tal activist’s protests. While scholarly attention has been
focusing on Haifa’s tangible borders and bracketed his‐
torical periods, this article focuses on the ways in which
port and city infrastructure engage in constant punctur‐
ing of tangible borders between water and land, empire,
and colony, local and global.

The constant redrawing of Haifa borders between
port and city, population, and commercial concerns,
national/local and global, has shaped Haifa port and city.
While Haifa’s research tends to study well‐bracketed his‐
torical periods dominated by grand power structures,
this study focusedonHaifa’s port as an intangible, porous
border that challenges the accepted literature with find‐

ings concerning the role ofwater and land transportation
infrastructure in shaping both port and city.
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